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Can we do better?
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Multi-task learning in NLP
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Perspectives on MTL
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MTL: learning from distinct views
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MTL: learning from distinct sources
e.g., from cognitive behavioral data 

 Klerke et al. (2016), Plank (2016)
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However, when does it work? 
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However, when does it work? 

E.g. POS+Word Freq in Plank et al. (2016)
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However, when does it work? 

Semantic sequence prediction under varying data 
conditions
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5 semantic tasks: 
FRAME, NER, MPQA, 

Supersenses, SemTraits

3 morpho-syntactically 
motivated auxiliary tasks
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Three auxiliary tasks
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Model: Bi-LSTM with auxiliary loss
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‣ Baseline: without auxiliary tasks 

‣ Auxiliary tasks: one {Aux} or combination Freqbin+{Aux} 

‣ Goal: delimit behavior of bi-LSTM & interaction main+
{Aux} tasks



Analysis 1:  
Main task data properties
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Overall best Main-Aux combinations
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Overall best Main-Aux combinations

‣ Improvements on two tasks, only one significant
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Overall best Main-Aux combinations

‣ Improvements on two tasks, only one significant

‣ Bi-LSTM will not benefit from auxiliary loss if there are 
many labels and entropy is high
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Analysis 2:  
Aux task data properties
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Frequency as an auxiliary task for 
part-of-speech prediction

• Original frequency binning from Plank et al (2016) : 

int(log10(freq(w)))

• We propose instead a uniform distribution calculated from 
the cumulative word frequencies. 

• Resulted in best freqbin instantiation (reported before). 

• Benefits from higher entropy on the aux-label distribution.
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PTB- and UD-PoS as Aux task
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‣ Preference of architecture to more compact auxiliary task 
distributions (fewer labels, lower kurtosis)
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‣ This study is necessarily incomplete.

‣ One architecture, only 5 main tasks, 3 auxiliary tasks, and 
limited parameter space exploration.

‣ However, it is—to the best of our knowledge— the first to 
relate data-dependent conditions with performance 
measures in MTL.

‣ We’re happy to see follow-up work, e.g., Bingel & Søgaard 
(2017, this EACL!) and Bjerva (2017, NoDaLiDa).

One small step
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Take-home message

‣ Multi-task learning is promising, but  
not always effective.

‣ Information-theoretic properties of main and 
auxiliary tasks give some clues a priori.

‣ Current architecture prefers compact 
distributions.

‣ More work needed! Thanks!

@barbara_plank



Appendix



   Identifying co-informativeness



Analysis: Network width

‣ Hypothesis: Enlargening the hidden layers decreases MTL 
effectiveness; related to reduced capacity (Caruana, 1997) 

‣ Tested the net k-times wides {k=num aux tasks} 

‣ Result confirms: generalization performance drops

task A task B

x



Analysis: Importance of characters

‣ Hypothesis: Characters are not equally important for all tasks.  

‣ Evaluate bi-LSTM without character Bi-LSTM  
 
 

‣ Results:  

‣ highest drops for POS and NER (word form) 

‣ less so for semantic tasks, only for FRAMES and MPQA slight 
improvements (albeit these were tasks with overall lowest 
performance)
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‣ FRAMES (FrameNet 1.5) names — Leadership,  Quantity,… 

‣ NER (CoNLL03) — Person, Organization.. 

‣ MPQA: Sentiment — Attitude, Subjective, Objective,… 

‣ SUPERSENSES (SemCor): noun.food, verb.emotion,… 

‣ SEMTRAITS (coarser SemCor): Animate, Physical, Property,…

Five main tasks



MTL: learning as selective sharing

task A

task B

x

e.g., Søgaard & Goldberg (2016)

… and many more architectures.



Changing POS corpus
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‣ Preference of architecture to more compact auxiliary task 
distributions


